SHELANTI PRIVATE SCHOOL
14 MARCH 2022
WEEK 10 TERM 1

ANNOUNCEMENTS AFTERCARE CORNER
UNIFORM SUPPORT - Our supplier has sourced
alternate fabric options to try speed up delivery, full
winter uniform to be worn from 2 MAY 2022.
REVISED HOME TIME - The week of the 14-18th March
Shelanti will close at 13:00pm from Grade 1 - 7, as per the
term planner.
FOUNDATION PHASE MEETINGS - will take place today
the 14 March as per teacher communication.
15 March - Dash Kids Bullying workshop/show.
18 March - A-Edutainment Storytime show for the FP
phase in the library.
18 March - NO Aftercare on school closure day.
ECOLOGICAL BURN - The nature reserve will perform a
planned burn of the Fynbos next to the school anytime
from the 5th - 31 March dependent on weather
conditions. For the past few weeks the teams have been
on site relocating the animals and being sensitive to the
ecology of the nature reserve.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY - To Mrs Pepin for the 23 March
2022.
SCHOOL TERM 2 STARTS - School will begin on Tuesday
the 5th of April 2022.
GOLF DAY - SAVE THE DATE 10 June 2022, Bellville
Golf Club.

WELCOME TO OUR NEW SHELANTI FAMILIES
A warm Shelanti Shout-out to our new
families who have recently joined Shelanti.
Kylie Whiteford Grade 7
Mila Bakos Grade 3
Hunter Gray Grade 1

Th

Last week it was all about balloon monsters
and ice lollies.

BATTLE BOT FINALS

Battle Bot KNOCK OUT rounds. 6 teams have made
it to the finals, this event will be held this Morning.

PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE
Dear parents
Shelanti promotes entrepreneurship as part of our approach to learning. We
encourage our learners to think outside the box, to be solution orientated, to be
creative and to follow a whole brain approach in this process. The skills that leaners
apply to the planning, designing and execution of entrepreneurs’ day are some of the
vital skills needed to succeed in future careers. Entrepreneurship allows the 21st
century child to apply problem solving, innovative thinking, teamwork and
collaboration.
Shelanti will be hosting our first entrepreneurs’ day of 2022 on Thursday 17 March
between 9:00 and 10:30. You will have received the details from your class teacher.
All Shelantians will also participate in STEAM lessons during the last week of term.
More information will follow via your class teacher. There will definitely be a fun
intergrated learning task.
It is a sad goodbye to the Friel family, who will be immigrating to the UK. We wish
them a safe journey, may peace and prosperity follow them.

Lastly, I want to thank all Shelanti parents for a wonderful term. Thank you for your
support, we wish you safe travels if you are going to be on the road.

Kind Regards
DEIRDRE KEMPEN

TEACHER TALK
STEAM PROJECT
Mrs Viljoen
Head of Department Intermediate Phase

We are all so excited for the STEAM project planned for our last week of school. STEAM
Education is an approach to teaching and learning that combines Science, Technology,
Engineering, the Arts, and Math to guide student inquiry, discussion, and problem-solving
Projects like these erase the lines that traditionally divide academic subjects and give
students a chance to combine concepts and knowledge from across different disciplines to
create deeper understanding and solve real world problems through meaningful, engaged
learning.
How we plan to run the project :
A teacher will be the facilitators of a group of mixed learners per grade.
These groups where carefully chosen to include our right and left brainer thinkers.
The topic of the Project is - TRANSPORTING ANIMALS TO SAFETY DURING A
CONFLICT.
We have decided to use a relevant and current topic, which in this case is the war
between Ukraine and Russia and the impact this event has had on the animals that have
been left behind in the Ukraine.
The learners must solve this problem by developing a plan to transport their specific
animal to safety.
On Monday our learners will do the research portion of the project. They will research
what their specific animals need in order to cross the border to one of the Ukraine's
neighbouring countries. They will research how to transport their specific animal and
what is needed for the trip. After which they will research where their animal can be
sheltered and what is needed for their animals welfare. Once the research component is
complete, they will then start designing a model of the animal’s shelter which will be built
at school. After they have built the model on Tuesday, they will create a presentation on
all they have learnt to present on the Wednesday.
Through STEAM, students are empowered to be curious learners who seek creative
solutions to questions they can’t just search for online, leading students to develop the soft
and hard skills necessary to succeed in the wider world.
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